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workers who don’t usually receive much recognition –
and often not much pay either – but without whom life
under the present circumstances would be unbearable.

Dear Brentwoodians,
What a strange time we are living through! As we all enter a third (or is it fourth?) week of social distancing and
self-isolation, it is hard to come to terms with just how
much our world has changed in this short period. The
present issue of the Bugle will be hitting your mailboxes
at the end of April, and all indications are that we will
still be sheltering from this disease sweeping our planet.
It has been heartening to see communities and neighbours come together in this time, and in this issue, you
will see a copy of a flyer that was delivered to all homes
in Brentwood.
“Brentwood Cares” is the inspiration of University of Calgary Social Work professor Lisa Lorenzetti, and together
with the BCA she has organised a network of neighbours helping neighbors, whether it be dropping off
some groceries or clearing some snow. Demand has
been slow so far – which is good – but if the present
situation persists, those who can are willing to help
those who may need assistance in the coming weeks.
I encourage anyone needing
assistance, and anyone able to
help, to get in touch.

Fire Engine Birthday Visits
Calgary’s fire department is doing its bit to help morale:
realizing that a lot of birthday parties are being cancelled these days, they are offering visits to the homes
of birthday boys and girls – complete with blaring
sirens and flashing lights. Sign up at www.calgary.ca/
birthdaysurprise!
Photo Contest
The Bugle is looking for Brentwood’s best amateur photographers to provide cover images each month. If you
have a great snap of our neighbourhood saved on your
phone or posted on your social media feed, send it in
for a chance to be featured on the cover of an upcoming issue! Photos must be 300 DPI or higher (i.e. from
a newer model phone or good digital camera), 6.3 x
8.2 inches minimum size, and portrait orientation.
If submitting pictures of minors, please make sure that
you have direct, expressed permission to submit the
picture from a parent or guardian. Send your photos, or
any questions, to bcabugle@telus.net.
Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Jucker, Editor, Brentwood Bugle

This crisis has also served to
bring home how important
and valuable our public workers are. Nurses, doctors, and
hospital staff continue to provide world-class care to patients, at considerable risk to
themselves. And parents across
Canada are realizing just how
hard teachers and childcare
providers work every day.
We shouldn’t forget the contributions made by grocery store
employees, restaurant cooks,
delivery drivers, nursing home
caregivers, and all the other
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Our neighbourhood contributors for this month include
Anne Burke, Sue Drader, Cam Howey, Lee Hunt, Cynthia
Sim, Melanie Swailes, Susan Templeton.
Cover photo credit to Brian MacIntosh.
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We are Knitting for a Cause!

The Knitting for a Cause group would like to extend their heartfelt appreciation to everyone in the community who has donated wool and
knitting supplies to their initiative over the years. Thanks to your donations, the group has been able to spread kindness and compassion
throughout our wonderful city, one stitch at a time. The group began
by knitting sets of children’s hats, scarves and mitts to donate to elementary schools in Calgary. Thanks to your generosity, hundreds of
little hands and ears have been kept warm during our frigid Calgary
winters. While the group continues to knit winter wear for kids, they
have also expanded to participate in some incredible initiatives. Our
group has been busy and there is no sign of slowing down. We are always looking for new members. All ages and skill levels welcome! No
knitting experience necessary. Come and be part of the amazing projects we have underway. Call Erika Cusimano to sign up, 403-452-5575.

Alcoholics Anonymous

Important: All events have been cancelled until further notice due to the
ongoing COVID-19 crisis. If you have
questions about any of the recurring
meetings or activities, please get in
touch with the respective organizers at
the contacts below.
Brentwood Community Association Board
Meeting
Contact: Linda Van Holst at 403-284-3477
or office@brentwoodcommunity.com.
Seniors’ Tea
Contact: Linda Van Holst at 403-284-3477
or office@brentwoodcommunity.com.

If you want to drink, that’s your business.
If you want to stop, we can help.
Call AA, 403-777-1212

Scrabble Group:
Contact: Linda Van Holst at 403-284-3477
or office@brentwoodcommunity.com.

Buy Nothing Brentwood

55 Plus Bridge Group:
Contact Roman at 403-289-6244.

We offer area residents a way to give, receive, share, lend, and express gratitude through a network of hyper-local gift economies,
where the currency is the connections between neighbours.
Give freely; share creatively. Post anything you’d like to give away,
lend, or share; ask for anything you’d like to receive or borrow.
Check out the Buy Nothing Brentwood / Dalhousie /
Triwood Facebook page, or buynothingproject.org.

Horizon Church

Horizon Church has decided to temporarily suspend their weekly
10:00 am Sunday morning gathering. It is open to anyone and everyone, regardless of who you are, where you live, or what you
believe. Our services will continue to be held online through our
Facebook page. Search for @HORIZONCHURCHYYC to tune in.
If you’d like to stay in touch with us, you can fill out this form to
let us know how we can best serve you. As always, you can find
regular updates on our Instagram.
We hope that you and your loved ones continue to be safe and
show compassion and generosity to those around you. You can find
more information about Horizon Church at www.wearehorizon.ca.

Playgroup:
Contact Lindsay at
Playgroup@brentwoodcommunity.com.
Bugle Submissions:
Now, more than ever, we want to hear from
you! Tell us how you have been coping with
life under lockdown; share your frustrations,
fears, and hopes! If you have come up with
a great way to keep kids occupied, or just to
pass your own time, send it in. People everywhere are looking for ideas and inspiration to
stave off cabin fever.
If you have been filling your spare time with
creative pursuits, please share them with your
neighbours! The Bugle is happy to run your
poetry, short stories, and original artwork.
The deadline for the June issue is May 1st,
2020. For questions, please e-mail Jonathan
Jucker at bcabugle@telus.net.
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A Tribute to Richard Guy
by Lee Hunt

Richard Guy, a man of Mathematics and mountains,
passed away on March 9, 2020. He was 103.
Richard and his wife Louise, who predeceased him in
2010, moved to Brentwood in 1965, initially renting and
then purchasing their home in our community.
I wrote up both Louise and Richard in the July/August
2009 edition of The Bugle. At that time, I commented
on the enthusiasm of the pair as individuals and as a
couple. They purchased a $100 debenture in the mid
1970s, which folks in Brentwood were asked to do to help
build the Sportsplex. They participated in the community’s protest march in 1981 against a high-rise proposed
where the Northland Plaza sits today. Ever since Polly Lee
Knowlton Cockett established “work parties” in Whispering Woods, Richard and Louise were regulars in the group.
Richard, a professor of Mathematics over the years in
England, Singapore, and India, was drawn to teach at the
U of C by his long-time friends Edna and Peter Lancaster
(Peter was already a member of the Math Department
when Richard arrived). Edna and Peter’s daughter, Jane,
became an “almost daughter” to Richard and Louise.*
Richard’s zest for life and Mathematics was legendary.
Even after he retired in 1982, Richard continued going
to work at the U of C every single day! In fact, that continued right up until about 2 weeks prior to his death.
According to biographer Chic Scott, Richard would joke
that, “I didn’t retire, they just stopped paying me.”*
Over the years, Richard and Louise were incredibly
active with the Alberta Wilderness Association and the
Alpine Club of Canada.
Two long-time friends through the Alpine Club, Lesley
and Chuck Young, recall Richard’s “desire to keep active,
involved, and seeing things – the Tower Climb, the
Alpine Club Guides’ Ball, Vertigo Theatre, and musical
events. We will miss this because Richard always set
for us an example of what being involved and aging
means.” When Richard decided that he would like to
have a Little Free Library in his yard, Chuck built and installed it for him.
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Chuck also frequently drove Richard to medical appointments and to pick up groceries. Two of Richard’s
favourite shopping spots were Brentwood Co-Op and
M&M Meats at Crowfoot. I spoke with M&M store manager Christina Mallyon who told me that she admired
Richard’s endurance in always walking from home to
the U of C. “He was so active for his age and always had
a little joke for me.” Christina also recalled that Richard’s
favourite purchases were tourtière and strawberry rhubarb pie. Christina reminisced about how “heartbroken
Richard was when we stopped carrying blueberry pie.”
Store owner Drew Bishop wished to acknowledge Richard as a long-time customer.
Other Alpine Club members, Diane Schon and husband
Masten Brolsma, looked back fondly on Richard as a
“witty, honourable, and strong-minded individual.” They
admired Richard’s always keeping up “…with the goings
on about him, from immediate surroundings to global
issues.”
Chic Scott, Richard and Louise’s biographer* and longtime friend, told me that the pair were always “the life of
the party.” At social gatherings at the Calgary Mountain
Club, “they showed us how to dance and enjoy life.” Chic
will miss his many discussions with Richard because,
as he puts it, “Richard loved all things wise, intelligent,
beautiful, and learned. Books, music, chess, Math, Science. He loved things of the mind and spirit.”
Back in Brentwood, Sportsplex Manager Steve Dietrich,
and Office Manager Linda Van Holst recall Richard coming into the Sportsplex each year to put up a poster
about the annual Richard Guy Math lecture at U of C.
As Linda observed, “Richard seemed dedicated to his
profession, independent, and very much a gentleman.”
Richard will be greatly missed by his teaching colleagues, his fellow hiking/climbing enthusiasts, his
neighbours, and his entire community. He will be long
remembered and admired for his intrepid courage, enthusiasm, and intelligence.
** Quotations are from the biography of Richard and
Louise – Young at Heart (The Inspirational Lives of Richard
and Louise Guy, written by Chic Scott.
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Calgary Concussion
Awareness & Support
Please be advised that our meetings and guest
speaker presentations have been postponed until
the fall.
We still welcome you to stay in touch through our
Facebook page as we will be posting regularly…
You can click Events for a listing of our upcoming
fall meetings
You can click Videos to access our video library,
where you will find a wealth of information
And... we will be posting short videos periodically
throughout the coming months with even more
coping skills and ideas to help you & your family
who are living with the effects of concussions and/
or traumatic brain injuries.

Richard Guy

Should you have a topic you would like to see us cover, please send us a message through our Facebook
page inbox, or email calgaryconcussionawareness@
hotmail.com.
Thank you!
And please continue to love your brain
You can find us on Facebook and on YouTube by searching for Calgary Concussion Awareness and Support.

Richard Guy

From left: Louise Guy, Richard Guy,
Chuck Young, and Lesley Young

From left: Elisabeth Eckhardt,
Chuck Young, a stuffed bear,
Lesley Young, and Richard Guy,
at the Climb for the Wilderness at
Bow Tower

Richard with friend
Chic Scott, at the
Whyte Museum
in Banff

Call Your
Mother!
Just a reminder – Mother’s
Day is coming up on May
10. Did you know that
more phone calls are made
on Mother’s Day than any
other day throughout the
year? According to a study
completed by Pew Research
Centre, 68% of people plan
to call their mother on
Mother’s Day. In the United
States alone, 122 million
calls are made each year on
the second Sunday in May!
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BRENTWOOD DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
Submitted by Melanie Swailes on behalf of the BCA Development and Transportation Committee

COVID-19 and City Planning

This month, I am writing an opinion piece rather than about specific
City policies or plans. These are my opinions, not necessarily those
of BCA or DTC members. This article was submitted at the end of
March, but you will be reading it in May; there may have been significant changes during that time period which are not reflected here.
The COVID-19 pandemic was declared by the World Health Organization on March 11, 2020. Our lives changed so suddenly and so
drastically in the following days as our schools and libraries closed,
followed by city facilities, then restaurants and businesses, and finally almost everything except for essential services such as grocery stores, gas stations and of course, our hospitals. Many people
lost jobs and most of those still working were doing so from home.
Our homes have become our 24-hours-a-day boundaries, with
only short trips out for essentials or for a bit of fresh air. This is
a radical change to the way we live, work, and spend our lives.
Parents, children, and other household members are spending
every moment of the day together, which can be either beneficial
or stressful depending on the circumstances.
Many Brentwood residents have expressed to me that they are very
glad and very fortunate to live in a house, a place with a basement
for the kids to play in and a backyard with space to just get outside, even if quarantined. How would the experience be different if
you lived in a micro apartment or in downtown New York or Paris?
It’s a lot easier to isolate if you have space in which to spread out.
Even things like storage space make a difference: in many countries around the world, daily or frequent shopping at markets is the
norm, not stockpiling in a freezer.
From a planning standpoint, how will this pandemic affect our
lives when we get to the other side of the crisis?
Isolation / quarantine and density appear to be conflicting ends
of the spectrum. Is it possible to have both? A “sprawled out” city
is less efficient in terms of transportation, public connectivity,
and even land use itself. On the other hand, it is much easier to
isolate in a home without shared access or facilities (i.e. elevators,
shared hallways, laundry rooms, parkades, etc.). A primary benefit
of densified living is that common amenities can be provided: for
example, an apartment building may have a fitness center, a pool,
a common entertainment area, rooftop decks or other features. In
part, those features may be the trade-off for the apartment size. It is
easier to live in a small apartment or studio because you gain amenities that can be used by all residents. You are close to theatres, live
entertainment venues, indoor shopping, or even plus 15s. You may
opt to not buy a car because you have great access to public transit.
What happens when public or shared facilities are forced to shut,
or when common access is not only restricted, but possibly dangerous as in the COVID-19 outbreak?
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In Calgary, according to the 2019 City census, 929,000 people
live in either a single-family or duplex home, representing 72%
of all Calgarians. The proposed Guidebook for Great Communities and the Municipal Development Plan encourage increased
densification within our established areas. Is there a conflict between what a majority of residents have chosen for a housing
form (built environment) and City sustainability or even climate
change? Most of us have never really considered a pandemic as
a possibility. Now that we are living through it, will this change
how we look at our homes and even our city as a whole?
Market forces will determine where residents want to live. Beyond looking at amenities, safety has become paramount. Physical distancing, keeping 6 feet apart at all times, is difficult when
you are sharing elevators or common entrances. City sidewalks
can be crowded and even our National Parks were shut down
when residents seeking an outlet escaped to the countryside.
Suddenly, everyday life in the suburbs and private backyards
may carry more appeal.
Will we see a resurgence of movement towards suburbs, or will
the appeal of the inner city remain? Large cities seem to take on
a life of their own, as Vancouver and Toronto have shown. Despite high costs, traffic jams and congestion, they continue to
grow, which means people want to move there. Even the post9/11 lull in travelling and building towering high rises proved
temporary, and the cities rebounded.
Some things will likely require a rethink. Public transit relies on a
high volume of people, especially in peak periods. Is it feasible to
run buses with empty seats or to clean frequently throughout the
day? If people are hesitant to use public transit, will more of them
drive and make the roads more crowded? Or would it be better
to close down some roads and encourage walking and biking?
Large-scale businesses or City facilities such as convention centers, movie theatres, Flames games, or exhibitions will have to
determine how they can resume activity while, at the same time,
lessening risks. Such facilities rely on large crowds, yet every
individual may pose a risk to the others around him. However,
maybe we will all be so tired of physical isolation that we will
eagerly want to be together en masse again.
We’ll almost certainly see some changes from brick and mortar
stores to online, including groceries, take-out, even schooling.
Some of this could be beneficial, for example if online learning
means greater sharing of facilities so that fewer physical classrooms need to be built. Individuals who have been forced to
work from home may decide that this is a preferable option going forward. Companies may decide they don’t need as much
square footage after all, which would add to the many empty
office spaces already in Calgary.
Nobody knows what our new normal will look like. Each of us will
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make difficult decisions on what our working futures look like,
how we will weather the economic crisis, and where we will live.
The choice in what type of housing we feel best suits our needs
will play a very large role in determining the built form of our city
in the coming years. Developers will build what people will buy.
Experiencing a pandemic may play a large role in that decision.
Stay safe. Follow Province of Alberta and City of Calgary Guidelines.

TIME TO GROW
A GARDEN?

Join the Brentwood
Community Garden

by Cynthia Sim
As March appears to be exiting more like a lamb than a
lion, we are anticipating spring-like weather very soon.
Occasional robins have been seen and there is an ongoing argument between a couple of red-breasted
nuthatches and a larger northern flicker over who has
priority for that old woodpecker hole in my birch tree. I
think neither will choose it, unfortunately, as the squirrels also have ready access to the same hole and their
presence will likely dissuade the birds from nesting

Thank you to the many Brentwood residents who have reached
out to help each other during this pandemic.
If you are interested in community planning and redevelopment issues, we welcome new members to join us. Our
meetings have been temporarily suspended until further notice. Please contact the BCA for more information at office@
brentwoodcommunity.com or at 403–284-3477.

there. Observing this normal animal behaviour during
the global COVID-19 pandemic should give us some
sense of hope that better days lie ahead.
However, as we are still in the midst of the pandemic, the
weeks and months ahead will probably see us limiting
our interactions with our fellow gardeners. We can still
communicate via e-mail and by phone but any group
gatherings at the garden will not be available for the
foreseeable future. We were required to cancel our Annual Gardeners Meeting, and the organized spring cleanup, scheduled for May 2, will likely also be cancelled.
Group work parties to maintain the common areas of the
garden will need modification, depending on the status
of the pandemic. However, those gardeners who have
registered for this coming season will still have free access to their garden bed but will have to adhere to whatever public health requirements are in effect at the time.
For those of you who were looking ahead and have
managed to buy seeds for this year’s endeavours (before supplies ran out), well done! Let us hope that more
supplies will become available in the weeks ahead.
My photo in April’s Bugle showed my Muscari bulbs. The
bulbs have flowered and died down so my photo for
this month is of the orchid (seen in the March issue) that
was coming back to life and has now flowered!
We still have garden beds available for rent (see the
poster in this issue) and if you would like to try growing
your own vegetables, contact me at simc@shaw.ca.
B R E N T W O O D I M AY 2 0 2 0 9

Events Committee
Roundup
by Susan Templeton
Thank you to everyone who came out to our first annual Seed Sharing event and second annual Family
Boardgame Extravaganza, both held on March 7! The
events were very well attended and successful. We
plan on continuing them next year. In the meantime,
if you are interested in joining and/or coordinating a
Brentwood Boardgame Club, please email events@
brentwoodcommunity.com.

LOST CAT

Seetie is a 12-year-old grey and white neutered
and licensed male tabby cat who was frightened from our yard on Chippendale. He has a
white chest, front legs and tummy, a white band
over each side, otherwise grey. If you have seen
him, please contact Joan C. at 403-560-3343.
10
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STAY CONNECTED THROUGH
COVID-19 AND BEYOND-

IT HELPS

One touch video
and chat to stay
connected with:
•
•
•
•

Family
Friends
Physicians
Care providers

• Medical grade security
• Safely share photos & videos
• Designed by health care
providers in Canada

$9.99/month.
Cancel anytime.

Teleroo for Moms &
Moms-To-Be
R

momsandbabies@teleroo.com

Teleroo for Seniors
R

For more information 1.250.813.0105 | www.teleroo.com

seniors@teleroo.com
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MLA, Calgary-Varsity

Jason Copping

Unit 201, 1055 20th Avenue NW
403.216.5436
calgary.varsity@assembly.ab.ca
facebook.com\jasoncoppingAB
Jason_CoppingAB @JasonCoppingAB

These past few months have been incredibly challenging
for us all. I know that many people in Calgary-Varsity are
struggling as we continue to deal with the new realities of
the COVID-19 pandemic and economic downturn. As we
face these difficult times together, I would like to pause
and recognize those who have been working in our
essential services. Whether you are a health care worker
on the frontlines, a teacher creating lesson plans online,
a truck driver delivering food and supplies, or working
at our local grocery stores, I sincerely appreciate your
commitment to serving Albertans.
I would also like to thank those in the community who
are looking out for each other and helping those in need
,such as our seniors, workers who have lost their jobs, and
our most vulnerable.
Please continue to follow the advice given by the Chief
Medical Officer during these times. As things continue to
change, the Government of Alberta is ensuring Albertans
are supported. Support for Albertans can be found at
Alberta.ca/COVID19. For information on the Government
of Canada supports, please visit www.canada.ca.
If you or someone you know is having a difficult time
coping, there are supports available. A text-based
program aimed to provide encouragement to Albertans
has been launched. You can subscribe by texting
“COVID19Hope” to 393939. Each day, you will receive a
message to provide support and resources to ease stress
and anxiety. If you have a positive message, please share
on social media using #Albertacares.
Please continue to monitor the Alberta government site
for up to date information.
As always, please feel free to reach out to my office at
calgary.varsity@assembly.ab.ca if you have any questions.
Together, we can weather this storm.

12
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Neighbourhood
Window Walk
by Sue Drader
Photos by Tim Boyle, Sue Drader, Kim McMurtry
Brentwoodians are known for being very engaged citizens. Even during these
historic times of social distancing and self-isolation, many of us are wondering
how we can remain engaged with our community. What can we do to let our
neighbours and wider community know that we are sending our best wishes
and support out to them? What method would appeal to an intergenerational
group of people and could be used to provide some entertainment, fun, and
even comfort for all?
Thanks to social media, one Brentwoodian, Randi B., found a fantastic solution
which she shared on the Brentwood Calgary Facebook page – a Neighborhood
Window Walk. A schedule of dates with accompanying themes was provided.
Those interested in creating items for the viewing pleasure of neighborhood
walkers went to work fulfilling the mission. From March 17 to April 4, people
drew, coloured, trimmed, pasted, and printed their interpretation of Silly Faces,
Animals, Encouraging Words, Flowers, Jokes, and Easter Eggs on the appropriate days.
People from both the Brentwood Calgary and the Buy Nothing Brentwood/
Dalhousie/Triwood Facebook groups provided their street names and a list was
drawn up of participating streets. Michael T. created a map highlighting those
roadways and the link was posted to encourage hunting for decorated windows.
Seeing the imagination and enthusiasm portrayed on the windows was such
fun! We are hoping that we are able to increase the momentum with more
homes taking part in April and May if social distancing is ongoing. Taking pictures of the decorated windows on my walking routes and posting on the Facebook pages provided me with motivation to walk just a bit further.
A huge round of applause and appreciation for everyone who took the time
to decorate their windows and also to those who enjoyed the efforts of their
neighbours by walking or driving by. Great community building!
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BUSINESS CLASSIFIEDS
For business classified ad rates call Great News Media at 403-720-0762 or sales@greatnewsmedia.ca

NEPTUNE PLUMBING & HEATING LTD: Qualified
journeymen plumbers/gasfitters, very experienced in
Brentwood. Upfront pricing. Reliable, conscientious,
fully guaranteed. Mon - Fri 8:00 am - 5:00 pm. 24-hour
emergency service, call 403-255-7938. “Showering you
with great service.”
LOCAL MORTGAGE BROKER: Your mortgage may be
costing you thousands more than you need to pay!
As a local mortgage professional, I have helped your
neighbours navigate their purchase, refinance, and
renewal options. Call Anita at 403-771-8771 | anita@
anitamortgage.ca | Licensed by Verico Avenue Financial
Real Estate Solutions.
RIGHTWAY PLUMBING AND HEATING: Has been happily serving the Brentwood area with quality work,
happy clients and fair pricing; with second generation
experience, there is no job we can’t handle. Furnaces,
softeners, garburators, appliances, humidifiers, faucets,
water heaters, bathroom renos and gas lines also! Installed with great warranties. Call 403-968-6630.
E.G.K. GENERAL CONTRACTING, RENOVATIONS &
DEVELOPMENTS: Framing, drywalling, taping, texturing, tile work, painting, t-bar ceilings, plumbing & electrical, window & door replacements, all types of flooring,
insulating, exterior work, insurance claims, mold remediation, handyman services & more, with 35 + years
of experience in all areas. www.egkcontracting.com.
Licensed, insured, W.C.B. & B.B.B. accredited A+ rating.
Email egkgencon@gmail.com, call Erich, 403-606-2493.
HANDYMAN SERVICES: Stucco patching, re-stucco,
small renovations, drywall and painting, foundation
parging, and small concrete work. We can also build or
fix decks, fences, etc. No job is too small. Fully insured.
For free estimates, please call Wes 403-809-3644.
HOUSE AND YARD MAINTENANCE: Eavestrough
cleaning/leak sealing, window cleaning, power raking,
fall yard clean up, fence repair, hedge trimming, weeding, top dressing, some pruning, painting, drywall repairs. Call Ryan at 403-202-1263.
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JEFFREY ELECTRIC: Friendly professional electrical service for your next residential project, large or small. City
Qualified Trade, Master Electrician, insured, licensed,
certified, bonded. Very competitive rates for quality
electrical work. Service panel upgrades from 60 amp to
200 amp. Sub-panels, aluminum rewiring, custom kitchens and basements. Free estimates. www.cejelectric.
com or call Clayton at 403-970-5441.
THE GUTTER DOCTOR! Eavestrough repairs, cleaning,
and replacements. Fascia, soffit, cladding, roofs, and siding. For over 17 years and 30,000 projects we have done
the job right – and it’s always guaranteed! Full liability
insurance and WCB. A+ rated BBB member. Calgary’s
top award winner! www.gutterdoctor.ca, 403-714-0711.
NORTHMEN INC. CONSTRUCTION LANDSCAPING:
At Northmen, we excel at creating beautiful and functional outdoor living spaces for you and your family. Our
services include, but are not limited to, sodding, planting, patios, retaining walls and fences. Dependable and
professional, give us a call today for a free estimate! Call
587-969-8295 or email northmeninc@gmail.com.
OUT ON A LIMB PROFESSIONAL PRUNING: Tree and
shrub pruning, shaping and restoration. Tree removal
and stump grinding. New tree and shrub selection and
installation. Fertilizing and insect pest management.
Licensed & Insured. Journeyman Landscape Gardener
and certified Arborist. Call Jim at 403-265-6965 or email
outonalimbprofessionalpruning@live.ca.
LANDSCAPING & WEEKLY YARD CARE: Starting at $36.
Garden bed design, mulch, rock and sod installation,
stone patios, walkways, raised beds, rock walls. Affordable exterior painting, deck and fence builds. Window
or gutter cleaning starting at $89. A+ Member of BBB,
Licensed, insured. Seniors’ discount. Call or text 403265-4769. YardBustersLandscaping.com
CYRUS LANDSCAPING: Seniors special. Free lawn
spring cleanup with savings for regular mowing. Please
call Cyrus at 403-200-4548.
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It is such a relief to know Dad is eating well!
Having him close, even if we can’t visit, gives us peace of mind.
Newly renovated,
1 and 2 Bedroom Suites
with Full Kitchens!
Call Today!

INDEPENDENT &
ASSISTED LIVING

• Flexible meal plans but
you still have a full kitchen!
• Daily activities
• Exercise and
wellness programs
• 24 hour onsite care teams

Call 403-275-5667
for your
personal tour &
the Manor Village at huntington hills
6700 Hunterview Dr NW | www.themanorvillage.com
complimentary lunch

SWANBY LAW

NANCY A. SWANBY
• Barrister • Solicitor • Mediator
Wills & Estates Planning and Estate Administration
Collaborative Family Law
Residential Real Estate
Wills, Enduring Powers of Attorney, Personal
Directives, and Probate
Suite 226, Market Mall Professional Centre
4935 – 40th Avenue NW Calgary, AB T3A 2N1
Direct Line: (403) 520-5455
Facsimile: (403) 984-4842
e-mail: nancy@swanby.com
(house calls and after-hours appts. still available)

“Professionals
DO get results!”

DANNY
WAI

Visit my website, www.dannywai.com, for all my listings with photos, anytime!

SOLD ! SOLD ! SOLD !
VARSITY – 39 STREET…….Sold for 96% of asking price

ON THE MARKET

823 RANCHVIEW CIRCLE NW (RANCHLAND)
Four level split with front driveway. Total of 4 bedrooms. Upgraded
shingles, ﬂooring and more. Close to all amenities.
Asking $338,000 mls# C4282437

4 CLARENDON ROAD NW (COLLINGWOOD)
Two-storey home with over 2,375 sq.ft. Total of 4 bedrooms.
3 bathrooms. Backing onto the ravine.
Asking $524,800 mls# C4280617

BRENTWOOD - 52 AVENUE
Well-built bungalow, over 1,350 sq.ft. Tons of recent upgrades:
shingles, garage door, windows, furnace, fence.
Asking $557,900 mls# C4282263

1009, 108-3 AVENUE SW (CHINATOWN)
Excellent studio apartment in China Town-Five Harvest Plaza,
Close to Bow River. Good for investment and the tenant is willing to
stay. Asking $98,800 mls# C4280219

BRENTWOOD - BAKER CRESCENT
Bungalow with total of 3 bedrooms. Recently upgraded furnace,
central vacuum system, shingles, windows. Close to all amenities.
Asking $522,800 mls# C4281093

108, 5404-10 AVENUE SE (PENBROOKE MEADOWS)
Affordable two-storey town house, end unit, 2 bedrooms + den.
New window, laminate ﬂooring, more. Asking $124,900
mls# C4286352

82 ROCKYSPRING CIRCLE NW (ROCKY RIDGE)
Two storey home with over 2,375 sq.ft. Total of 4 bedroom. 3 bathrooms.
Backing onto the ravine. Asking $539,800 mls# C4280617

Free Home Evaluations Anytime
No Cost or Obligation

Call D a n n y Wa i
at 403-247-5171
and Start Packing!

Not intended to solicit currently listed properties.

Re/Max Real Estate
Mountain View
222, 4625 Varsity Drive NW
Calgary AB T3A 0Z9
Fax: 403-247-4200
E-mail: dannywai678@gmail.com
www.dannywai.com

